
“Americanizing the American 
Orchestra” at 30

A History and a Provocation





“The orchestra industry is in financial crisis”
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“Unless changes are made in the way orchestras do business—changes that are 

substantial and systemic—the future health of the orchestra industry is in serious 

jeopardy”
- 1992 Wolf Org. research report
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Dr. Wolf challenged the industry’s paradigms

1. Why a single venue? What about local (neighborhood) and regional touring?

2. How long can American orchestras remain white, upper-class institutions?

3. When will orchestras take a more active role in the long-term development and 
training of musicians of color?

4. Why aren’t orchestras taking a greater role in forging local partnerships?

5. Why haven’t orchestras spent more time and effort making the concert-going 
experience more enticing to those who are not hard-core music lovers?

6. When will orchestras develop a collective decision-making structure that makes 
everyone a stakeholder in the industry’s future?
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A few of his challenges:



The warning
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“…without significant change, orchestras could easily become both

culturally and socially irrelevant.”



”Wolf Report” diagnosis: Society is changing, 
Orchestras aren’t
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“In the face of shifting community needs and cultural agendas, orchestras are
finding that their current missions and programs lack meaning for many people.”

• “This living musical tradition is now in trouble on many fronts.”

• “Larger numbers of citizens see:

the orchestra in their community as a benefit to ‘other people,’ not themselves, and

the repertoire as representing ‘other people's music’…”

• “…rapid and significant economic, cultural, political, social, and technological transformations 

in American society [are challenging the missions and structures of orchestras]”



The report’s development process - Issue Forums

• The Orchestra as Music Educator

• Achieving Cultural Diversity

• Varying the Concertgoing Experience

• The Changing Nature of Volunteerism

• Developing and Evaluating Leadership

• The Relationship of Musicians and the Orchestral Institution



Americanizing slide



The Report: What are the qualities of a New 
American Orchestra?

1. Dedication to providing music of excellence and beauty…
… to a rapidly changing, democratic, pluralistic society

2. Repertoire and talent reflective of America and the orchestra’s region

3. Musicians incorporated as partners in decision making and programming

4. Serves cultural, educational and social needs in its community

5. Alert to the need to cultivate a love of music in the younger generation

6. An organizational structure capable of responding to change
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Areas of issues and changes to address

“Americanizing” an orchestra 

means addressing many issues 

across these areas

1. Programming (repertoire)

2. Diversity (cultural, racial)

3. Musician – Administration Relationship

4. Concertgoing Experience

5. Music Education

6. Changing Nature of Volunteerism

7. Developing Leadership Capacity
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What progress been made?
A 30-year report card for PSO (and large orchestras in general)

1. Programming (repertoire)

2. Diversity (cultural, racial)

3. Musician – Administration Relationship

4. Concertgoing Experience

5. Music Education

6. Changing Nature of Volunteerism

7. Developing Leadership Capacity
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B

F

Grade Comments

Accelerating improvements in last several 
years

Have lost decades of opportunities to build

A- Substantial progress in past several years

F
Would a Heinz Hall visitor from 1992 notice 
anything different?

C+
Much progress since mid-1990’s but a long way 
to still to go

C Real mix of strengths and gaps

C+

Capacity to sustain but limited capacity to 
drive change; currently investing in capacity 
building
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